Calcium imaging is a powerful tool for capturing the simultaneous activity of large 2 populations of neurons. Here we determine the extent to which our inferences of neu-3 ral population activity, correlations, and coding depend on our choice of whether and 4 how we deconvolve the calcium time-series into spike-driven events. To this end, we 5 use a range of deconvolution algorithms to create nine versions of the same calcium 6 imaging data obtained from barrel cortex during a pole-detection task. Seeking suit-7 able values for the deconvolution algorithms' parameters, we optimise them against 8 ground-truth data, and find those parameters both vary by up to two orders of mag-9 nitude between neurons and are sensitive to small changes in their values. Applied to 10 the barrel cortex data, we show that a substantial fraction of the processing methods 11 fail to recover simple features of population activity in barrel cortex already estab-12 lished by electrophysiological recordings. Raw calcium time-series contain an order of 13 magnitude more neurons tuned to features of the pole task; yet there is also qualitative 14 disagreement between deconvolution methods on which neurons are tuned to the task. 15 Finally, we show that raw and processed calcium time-series qualitatively disagree on 16 the structure of correlations within the population and the dimensionality of its joint 17 activity. Collectively, our results show that properties of neural activity, correlations, 18 and coding inferred from calcium imaging are highly sensitive to the choice of if and 19 how spike-evoked events are recovered. We suggest that quantitative results obtained 20 from population calcium-imaging be verified across multiple processed forms of the 21 calcium time-series. 22 28 Pnevmatikakis et al., 2016; Friedrich et al., 2017; Keemink et al., 2018; Giovannucci et al., 29 2019). As somatic calcium is proportional to the release of spikes, so we wish to use these 30 fluorescence time-series as a proxy for spiking activity in large, identified populations of 31 neurons. But raw calcium fluorescence is slow on the time-scale of spikes, nonlinearly 32 related to spiking, and contains noise from a range of sources. 33 These issues have inspired a wide range of deconvolution algorithms (Theis et al., 2016; 34 Berens et al., 2018; Stringer and Pachitariu, 2018), which attempt to turn raw somatic cal-35 1 cium into something more closely approximating spikes. Deconvolution algorithms them-36 selves range in complexity from simple deconvolution with a fixed kernel of the calcium 37 response (Yaksi and Friedrich, 2006), through detecting spike-evoked calcium events (Jew-38 ell and Witten, 2018; Pachitariu et al., 2016), to directly inferring spike times (Vogelstein 39 et al., 2010; Lütcke et al., 2013; Deneux et al., 2016). This continuum of options raises 40 the further question of the extent to which we should process the raw calcium signals. We 41 address here the question facing any systems neuroscientist using calcium imaging: do we 42 use the raw calcium, or attempt to clean it up? Thus our aim is to understand if our 43 choice matters: to what extent do our inferences about neural activity, correlations, and 44 coding depend on our choice of raw or deconvolved calcium time-series. 45 We proceed here in two stages. In order to use deconvolution algorithms, the data 46 analyst needs to choose their parameters. We thus first address how good these algorithms 47 can be in principle with optimised parameters, and how sensitive their results are to the 48 choice of parameter values. To do so, we evaluate qualitatively different deconvolution 49 algorithms by optimising their parameters against ground truth data with known spikes.
Introduction 23
Calcium imaging is a wonderful tool for high yield recordings of large neural populations 24 (Harris et al., 2016; Stringer et al., 2019; Ahrens et al., 2013; Portugues et al., 2014) . 25 Many pipelines are available for moving from pixel intensity across frames of video to a 26 time-series of calcium fluorescence in the soma of identified neurons (Mukamel et al., 2009; 27 Vogelstein et al., 2010; Kaifosh et al., 2014; Pachitariu et al., 2016; Deneux et al., 2016;  Figure 1 : Deconvolution algorithms can accurately recover spiking events in principle (a) Example simultaneous recording of somatic voltage (grey) and calcium activity (black) imaged at 60Hz. Spikes are marked with asterisks. (b) Error in estimating the true firing rate when using optimised parameters, across all three methods. One symbol per recording. We separately plot errors for parameters optimised to maximise the correlation coefficient (PCC), and the errors for parameters optimised to minimise the error rate (ER). Horizontal black bars are means. Error is computed relative to the true firing rate: (Rate true − Rate estimated /Rate true ); and error of 1 thus corresponds to twice as many estimated spikes as there are in the ground-truth data. For LZero and Suite2p, Rate estimated is computed from event times. (c) As for (b), but with the somatic calcium down-sampled to 7Hz before optimising parameters for the deconvolution methods. (d) Dependence of MLspike's deconvolution performance on the firing rate of the inferred spike train. For each of MLSpike's free parameters, we plot the correlation coefficient between true and inferred spikes as a function of the firing rate estimated from the inferred spikes obtained at each tested parameter value. One line per recording. Parameters: A: calcium transient amplitude per spike (∆F/F ); τ calcium decay time constant (s); σ: background (photonic) noise level (∆F/F ) (e) as in (d), but using Error Rate between the true and inferred spikes. (f) Dependence of Suite2p's deconvolution performance on the firing rate of the inferred event train as a detection threshold parameter is varied. Left: correlation coefficient; right: Error Rate. (a) Distributions of optimised parameter values across recordings. For each parameter (a column), the bottom panel plots the found parameter values on the x-axis against the recording ID on the y-axis (in an arbitrary but consistent order); the top panel plots the marginal distribution of the parameter value over all neurons. We plot for each recording the optimised parameter value found using correlation coefficient (blue) and Error Rate (green). Lines join recordings from the same neuron. (b) As for panel (a), fits to the same ground-truth data down-sampled to 7 Hz. (c) Change in error rate as a function of the change away from a parameter's optimum value, for each of MLSpike's free parameters. One line per recording. (d) Change in the error rate with change in Suite2p's threshold value away from its optimum for each recording. One line per recording. (a) Schematic of task set-up. A pole was raised within range of the single right-side whisker; the pole's position, forward (red circle) or backward (blue circles) indicated whether reward would be available from the left or right lick-port.
(b) Schematic of trial events. The pole was raised and lowered during the sample period; a auditory cue indicated the start of the response period. (c) All deconvolution methods applied to one raw calcium signal from the same neuron. we compare the resulting statistics of neural activity, properties of neural coding, and the 156 extent and structure of correlations between neurons.
The data we use are two-photon calcium imaging time-series from a head-fixed mouse 158 performing a whisker-based two-alternative decision task ( Fig. 3a-b ), from the study of 159 Peron et al. (2015b) . We analyse here a single session with 1552 simultaneously recorded 160 pyramidal neurons in L2/3 of a single barrel in somatosensory cortex, imaged at 7 Hz for 161 just over 56 minutes, giving 23559 frames in total across 335 trials of the task.
162
Our primary goal is to understand how the choices of deconvolving these calcium-
163
imaging data alter the scientific inferences we can draw. As our baseline, we use the rates between the three discrete deconvolution methods. Applying a kernel to their in-206 ferred spikes/events shifts rather than smooths the firing rate distributions (Suite2P kernel ,
207
MLSpike kernel , LZero kernel ), suggesting noise in the deconvolution process is amplified 208 through the additional steps of convolving with a kernel and thresholding.
209
Cell-attached recordings in barrel cortex have shown that ∼26% of L2/3 pyramidal 210 neurons are silent during a similar pole localisation task, with silence defined as emitting 211 fewer than one spike every two minutes (O'Connor et al., 2010) . For the nine approaches 212 we test here, six estimated the proportion of silent neurons to be less than 1%, including 213 two of the discrete deconvolution methods (Figure 4b ). For raw calcium and methods 214 returning continuous time-series, raising the threshold for defining events will lead to more 215 silent neurons, but at the cost of further shifting the event rate distributions towards zero.
216
Even for simple firing statistics of neural activity, the choice of deconvolution method gives 217 widely differing, and sometimes wrong, results. deconvolution methods (Fig.5d ). Even between time-series with similar implicit definitions 275 of "tuned", there is inconsistency about which neurons fit that definition.
276
An approach for the consistent detection of tuned neurons is to find those agreed 277 between the raw calcium time-series and more than one deconvolution method. In Figure   278 5e-h, we show how increasing the number of methods required to agree on a neuron's tuned 279 status creates clear agreement between time-series processed with all methods, even if a 280 particular method did not reach significance for that neuron. Even requiring agreement 281 between the raw calcium and just two other methods is enough to see tuning of many 282 neurons. More reliable identification of task-tuned neurons could potentially be achieved 283 by triangulating the raw calcium with the output of multiple deconvolution methods.
284
In the pole detection task considered here, neurons tuned to pole contact are potentially 285 crucial to understanding the sensory information used to make a decision. Touch onset is 286 known to drive a subset of neurons in barrel cortex to spike with short latency and low 287 jitter (O'Connor et al., 2010; Hires et al., 2015) . Detecting such rapid, precise responses 288 in the slow kinetics of calcium imaging is challenging, suggesting discrete-deconvolution 289 methods might be necessary to detect touch-tuned neurons. To test this, in each of the 290 9 sets of time-series we identify touch-tuned neurons by a significant peak in their touch-291 triggered activity (Fig 6a) . Figure 6b shows that, while all data-sets have touch-tuned 292 neurons, the number of such neurons differs substantially between them. And rather than 293 being essential to detecting fast responding touch-tuned neurons, discrete deconvolution 294 methods disagree strongly on touch-tuning, with LZero (events) finding more touch-tuned 295 neurons than in the raw calcium, but MLSpike (events) finding less than half that number.
296
Thus our inferences of the coding of task-wide or specific sensory events crucially depends 297 on both whether we deconvolve the raw calcium time-series or not, and on which algorithm 298 we choose to do so. The high yield of neurons from calcium imaging is ideal for studying the dynamics and 302 coding of neural populations (Harvey et al., 2012; Huber et al., 2012; Kato et al., 2015) .
as measures of a population's synchrony or joint activity, or as a basis for further analyses 305 like clustering and dimension reduction (Cunningham and Yu, 2014; Humphries, 2017) . 306 We now ask how our inferences of population correlation structure also depend on the 307 choice of deconvolution method.
308 Figure 7a shows that the distributions of pairwise correlations qualitatively differ be-309 tween the sets of time-series we derived from the same calcium imaging data. The con- in the session agree well with the correlations computed on the whole session (Figure 7b ).
318
(Although we note that, as expected, the three spike-event time-series require far more 319 time-points to obtain stable correlation estimates, because of their sparse events). Thus 320 pairwise correlation estimates for each method are stable, but their distributions differ 321 between methods.
322
Looking in detail at the full correlation matrix shows that even for methods with similar 323 distributions, their agreement on correlation structure is poor. Some neuron pairs that ap-324 pear correlated from time-series processed by one deconvolution method are uncorrelated 325 when processed with another method (Figure 7c ). Over the whole population, the cor- cence is inherently noisy and non-linearly related to its spiking. We sought here to address 359 how our choice of corrections to these time-series -to use them raw, deconvolve them into 360 continuous time-series, or deconvolve them into discrete events -affect the quality and 361 reliability of the scientific inferences drawn. Our approach was to replicate the process of 362 a typical population calcium-imaging study: choose an algorithm, choose its parameters 363 using some reasonable heuristics, and analyse the resulting time-series.
364
Our results show the choice of processing qualitatively changes the potential scientific 365 inferences we draw about the activity, coding, and correlation structure of a neural popula-366 tion in barrel cortex. Only the raw calcium and two of the processed time-series correctly 367 capture the expected long-tailed distribution of spiking activity across the population.
368
Neurons identified as being tuned to any feature of a pole-detection task differ widely be- Hits, misses and false detections were counted with a temporal precision of 0.5 seconds.
583
For normalised estimation of errors in firing/event rate we compute, 584 estimated rate − true rate true rate ,
where spike/event rates are measured in Hz.
585
Parameter fitting
586
For each method the best parameters for each neuron were determined by brute force 
